
Chapter One

The Divine Grace and Guidance

The Divine Grace

The Divine Will works in all things — it may work out anything
whatever. The Divine Grace comes in to help and save.

*

If you would know what is the Divine Grace, it is necessary
first to realise that it is something which contradicts the law
of the world, for it is outside its normal rule and not of its
nature. There is here something which does not seem to govern
at all the cosmic action, but only to intervene, and yet it is
always there; an element without which this universe would be
either a tremendous machine or a fortuitously and yet inexorably
ordered chance. For to our observation all here is a process, a
mechanism of Ignorance and Inconscience manifesting a precar-
ious consciousness distressed by a nostalgia of Truth that exists
somewhere and yet seems to be unseizable and unrealisable, —
a mechanism of Law that controls a frightening whirl of Forces,
a mechanism of implacable justice measuring things by a myste-
rious and to us unintelligible balance, a mechanism of evolution
with matter and inconscience as its starting point, a precarious
and groping life and consciousness as its highest realised term
and as its final uncertain poise some possibility of the Divine.
Our senses can discover no visible presence of the Divine, our
intellect can do without any idea of its intervention — but it is
another experience than that of the intellect and the senses which
once it is there will no longer let us escape from the Presence or
refuse to see the intervening Will or Grace.

This world is a world of Ignorance and by Ignorance a
world of strife, seeking, error and suffering. We start by knowing
nothing and have to learn everything; because our knowledge
is a mixture of truth and falsehood and our will constantly


